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A few years ago, Juan Pablo released Torn Card Evolution and revolutionized
the way we tear a corner on a playing card.

Now, with Juan Pablo's Torn Corner Machine 2.0, you can make your own
cards!

TCM 2.0 allows you to make 3 different pre-cuts on a card. It also contains
additional ideas, where you can use it with bills, tickets, any piece of paper...
Limited by your imagination.

What if it were possible for you to tear the corner of a card, or the card in half, the
same way every time?

Imagine the effects you will perform with a duplicate corner that matches every
time!

One of the most powerful techniques in card magic is the "torn corner technique."
A playing card is selected, one corner is torn off and kept by the spectator, then
the rest of the card is destroyed. The playing card can be burnt, torn up, vanished
or whatever you wish!

Then the magician draws attention to a window, and stuck on the outside of the
window is a playing card - the spectator's card! It's now totally restored. All but
the corner... that the spectator has been holding the whole time!

And certainly - you don't have to use a window as the final resting place.

You can have the playing card reappear ANYWHERE!

Inside an orange or lemon
Locked in a safe
Inside a sealed envelope sent previously to your spectator
Inside a block of ice
Buried in a bottle in the back yard
The options are endless!
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The card really is torn and the spectator can even finish the rip! Easy, clean,
simple and practical. The spectator selects a playing card, you tear the corner,
allowing your spectator to complete the tear. The spectator holds onto the torn
corner and the rest of the card is destroyed or vanished.

The Torn Corner Machine allows you to do so many versions of classic card
magic without the limitations of sleight of hand. You can now easily perform any
effect that has a selected card torn to pieces only to reappear, missing its corner
that was held by your spectator. The restored card can appear in any impossible
location!

There are so many effects you can do using Torn Card Machine!

This product will make you tear the card accurately every time!

Very easy to do.

The spectator can finish ripping the corner themselves!

Torn Corner Machine is a new concept in magic. Comes with everything you
need to make your own cards!

You just need to supply your creativity!
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